


“If you can’t explain something simply, 
you don’t understand it very well.”

Albert Einstein



“That sounds real nice, baby. 
Now, can you just say it again 

from your heart?”

My mother



What is Plain Language?

▪Communication that your audience or 
readers can understand the first time they 
hear or read it.

▪Language that is simple, clear, direct and 
uses common words.
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Goals of Plain Language
Help the reader find what they need

Help the reader understand what they find

Help the reader use what they find to meet 
their needs

If your document doesn’t do all three, 
it’s not plain language.



Plain Writing Act of 2010

President Obama signed the Plain Writing Act of 
2010 (H.R. 946/Public Law 111-274) on October 
13, 2010. The Act requires the federal government 
to write documents, such as tax returns, federal 
college aid applications, and Veterans 
Administration forms in simple easy-to-
understand language.



Literacy Statistics

% of US adults who can’t read 14%
Number of US adults who can’t read 32 M
% of adults who have serious literacy limitations 36%
% of US adults who read below a 5th grade level 21%
% of prison inmates who can’t read 63%
% of high school grads who can’t read 19%



1/3 of US adults have trouble reading and 
acting on health related information



What Your Audience May Think

0You don’t care
0You don’t want to want take the time to 

find a more plain way to write
0You want to show off
0You want to hide something not clear or 

not true



Unplain Language Writers Concerns

0 Others will think you’re not smart unless you use 
big words 

0 Think it sounds better
0 Can’t talk about hard, complex ideas in plain 

language
0 Feel like you are talking down to people
0 You want to fit in (it’s the cultural norm, how it’s 

always been done) 
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Plain Language Myths
Plain Language is NOT:

 Imprecise

 An attempt to dumb-down information

 Stripping out necessary technical/legal information

 Just editorial “polishing” after you finish writing

 Something state leaders, legislatures will never go for

 Easy 



Fundamental Literacy

Fundamental literacy refers to the skills and 
strategies involved in:
• reading
• speaking
• writing                                                                                                          
• interpreting numbers 



Marginal Health Literacy

Having problems obtaining, processing, and 
understanding the basic health information and 
services one needs to make appropriate health 
decisions.



Quantitative Literacy

There is often a need 
for basic math skills.



Scientific Literacy 

Complex Carbohydrates?

Saturated Fats?

Complete Proteins?

Energy Balance?



The Challenge of Explaining 
“Discretionary Calories”

For example, assume your calorie budget is 
2,000 calories per day. Of these calories, 
you need to spend at least 1,735 calories 
for essential nutrients, if you choose foods 
without added fat and sugar. Then you have 
265 discretionary calories left.



So, what can you do?







Before

I give my Agent the power to exercise or perform any act, power, duty, 
right, or obligation whatsoever that I have or may hereafter acquire, 
relating to any person, matter, transaction, or property, real or personal, 
tangible or intangible, now owned or hereafter acquired by me, including, 
without limitation, the following specifically enumerated powers. I grant 
to my Agent full power and authority to do everything necessary in 
exercising any of the powers herein granted as fully as I might or could do 
if personally present, with full power of substitution or revocation, hereby 
ratifying and confirming all that my Agent shall lawfully do or cause to be 
done by virtue of this Power of Attorney and the powers herein granted. 
After

After
I give my agent the power to do anything that I have a right or duty to do, 
now or in the future.

Source: State Bar of Michigan Plain English Committee (Joseph Kimble)



Before
The plan covering the patient as a dependent child of a person whose date of 
birth occurs earlier in the calendar year shall be primary over the plan 
covering the patient as a dependent of a person whose date of birth occurs 
later in the calendar year provided. 

After
What happens if my spouse and I both have health coverage for our child?

If your child is covered under more than one insurance policy, the policy of 
the adult whose birthday is earlier in the year pays the claim first. For 
example: Your birthday is in March; your spouse’s birthday is in May. March 
comes earlier in the year than May, so your policy will pay for your child’s 
claim first. 



Important Questions to Ask

Why does the user need to read your document?

What questions might the reader ask?

In what order will they ask the questions?

What is the most important information so the 
reader can find it quickly?



Colorectal Cancer Screening Awareness Campaign

Dear _______________________,
Your Fecal Occult Blood Test results were found to be positive. 
A fecal occult blood test may be used to check for colorectal cancer, but it is never used to diagnose this 
condition. During your routine physical examination, your doctor offered you a fecal occult blood test 
(FOBT) to complete at home. It is used to detect microscopic blood in the stool and is a screening tool for 
some intestinal conditions or colorectal cancer. Other conditions that can cause blood in the stool include: 
0 Hemorrhoids.  These are enlarged, swollen veins in the anus. 
0 Anal fissures. These are thin tears in the tissue that lines the anus (anal sphincters) up into the anal 

canal. 
0 Colon polyps. These growths of tissue often look like a stem or stalk with a round top that is attached to 

the colon. 
0 Peptic ulcers. These craterlike sores develop when the digestive juices made in the stomach eat away 

the lining of the digestive tract. 
0 Ulcerative colitis. This type of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) causes inflammation and craterlike 

sores (ulcers) in the inner lining of the colon and rectum. 
0 Gastro esophageal reflux disease (GERD). This is the abnormal backflow (reflux) of food, stomach acid, 

and other digestive juices into the esophagus. 
0 Cohn’s disease. This type of inflammatory bowel disease causes inflammation and ulcers that may affect 

the deep layers of the lining of the digestive tract. 
0 Use of aspirin or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). 

Other tests for colorectal cancer include a barium enema, flexible sigmoidoscopy, colonoscopy, or CT scan
(virtual colonoscopy). 

As this is important for your health, please contact our health coordinator at 555-555-5555 or your health 
care provider for more information. 

http://www.answers.com/topic/cancer
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/hemorrhoids
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/anal-fissure
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/colon-polyps-2341
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/peptic-ulcers
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/ulcerative-colitis-7286
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/reflux-disease
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/crohns-disease-8203
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/nonsteroidal-anti-inflammatory-drugs-nsaids-7791
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/barium-enema
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/sigmoidoscopy
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/colonoscopy-diagram
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/ct-or-cat-scan


Colorectal Cancer Screening Awareness Campaign

Dear _______________________,

You recently did an at-home stool (poop) test for colorectal cancer screening. 
Blood was found in your stool, which is not normal.  It is important to find out 
early why there is blood in your stool. It can be there because of cancer or 
because of other simple problems such as hemorrhoids.

You need to have a second test (colonoscopy) to find out why there is blood in 
your stool.  This is the only way we can determine why you have blood in your 
stool.  Our program will provide and pay for this second test. Our staff will 
help you schedule your colonoscopy.

Please contact our health coordinator at 555-555-5555 or your health care 
provider to schedule this important second test (colonoscopy).  



Reshape your thinking. 
Begin at a point of “not understanding”.



Create Consumer-Friendly
Materials

Write and design materials for your intended 
audience(s) so that information:

• is easy to find
• looks easy to read
• is easy to read
• is easy to understand
• seems easy to relate to





Make Information Easy to FIND

For most materials use: 
• descriptive titles
• descriptive images
• descriptive headers that carry the 

message
• bolded headers and sub-headers



Make Information Easy to Find



Make Information Look Easy to Find



Provide Information that Actually IS
Easy to Read and Understand

• Use short, familiar words, when possible
• Use sentences that are short, but not choppy
• Aim for 20 words per sentence or fewer
• Treat only one subject in each sentence
• Provide pronunciation guides, when 

appropriate.



Easy to Read and Understand



Provide Information 
that is easy to RELATE TO 

Check with intended audiences to determine if 
information seems to be:

• personally relevant
• acceptable and non-offensive
• believable
• persuasive, convincing
• practical and easy to respond to



Who might these messengers appeal to?



Believable & Sensitive Messages

• Address real barriers
• Offer practical choices
• If using Q&A format, use “I” in the  

questions and “you” in the text
• Anticipate questions a reader is likely to 

ask





Wordiness
Common sources of excess words:
 Passive Voice
 Redundancies
 Prepositional Phrases
 Hidden Verbs
 Unnecessary modifiers
 Failure to use pronouns



Editing Exercise
Editing is a process that removes 
all those unnecessary words that 
take up large amounts of space 

but add nothing of any real 
significance to the meaning of a 

message.



Editing Exercise

Editing is a process that removes
all those unnecessary words that 
take up large amounts of space 

but add nothing of any real 
significance to the meaning of a 

message.



Active/Passive Voice

In addition, authorization to release any of 
the following information must be initialed 
and dated in the appropriate section 
below:

Please put your initials and the date next 
to the information you are giving us 
permission to release:
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Passive voice
Disguises who does what:
The memo was written 
yesterday.

Is wordy:
The application must be 
completed by the applicant 
and received by the 
scheduling office at the time 
designated by that office.

Active voice
Makes it clear who does what: 
The Director wrote the memo 
yesterday.

Is concise: 
We must receive your 
completed application by the 
deadline.

Why Avoid the Passive Voice?
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Passive Voice
Is awkward:
Consultation from 
respondents was obtained to 
determine the estimated 
burden.

Active Voice
Is natural:
We asked respondents to 
determine their burden.

Why Avoid Passive Voice?



Before
The initial evaluation may take 
up to one hour. During the 
evaluation, a therapist will 
provide appropriate testing 
and discuss various treatment 
strategies designed to help 
you reach an optimal state of 
health and function. It is 
advised to wear comfortable 
and loose clothing for this 
initial evaluation. Gym shorts 
are recommended if the 
examination includes legs and 
feet.

After
Your first appointment may 
take up to one hour. Your 
therapist will do some tests 
and talk to you about your 
treatment options. Please 
wear comfortable clothes 
that fit loosely. If we are 
looking at your legs or feet, 
please wear shorts.



Redundancies
During that time period During that time or then

Worked jointly together Worked together

Level of coverage Coverage

Will plan in the future Will plan

At least 12 years of age At least 12
or older

At a later time Later



Prepositional Phrases

For the purpose of For, to

At this point in time Now

In relation to About, in, with

On the grounds that Because

On a monthly basis Monthly



Verbs disguised as nouns

 Conduct an analysis Analyze

 Present a report Report

 Do an assessment Assess

 Provide assistance Assist

 Came to the conclusion of Concluded



Abbreviations and Acronyms

▪ Readers complain more about abbreviations and 
acronyms than about any other feature of 
bureaucratic writing.

▪ Using abbreviations turns your material into a 
research project for readers.





JARGON

Synergy

Leveraging
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Use everyday words

anticipate
attempt
commence
demonstrate
implement
in the event that
submit
terminate

expect
try
begin, start
show, prove
start
if
send, give
end, cancel



Use everyday words

additional extra
advise tell
applicant you
complete fill in
ensure make sure
in the event of if
per annum a year
persons people
prior to before
regarding about





Check Boxes & Bullets
National Public Health Week took place April 
7-11. The Health Education team planned, 
implemented and participated in promoting 
daily themes. “Eat Well” encouraged 
residents to take the “Meatless Monday” 
pledge; “Don’t Panic” emergency 
preparedness awareness; “Get Out Ahead” 
health screenings for low income residents; 
“Be Healthy From the Start” breastfeeding 
promotion and support; and “Healthiest 
Nation in One Generation” videos were 
shared with various entities to share the 
importance of Public Health. During the 
three events held in the community, reached 
over 70 adults/children in our county. PR 
included TH, EBW-TV, Radio First and via 
website and Facebook. 

National Public Health Week (April 7 - 11)
The Health Education Team promoted daily 
themes:

Meatless Mondays (healthy eating)
 Don’t Panic (emergency preparedness)
 Get Out Ahead (health screenings for low-
income residents)
 Be Healthy from the Start (breast feeding 
promotion and support)
 Healthiest Nation in One Generation (video 
on the importance of Public Health)

The 3 community events reached over 70 
adults and children in our county.



Style Tips
0 For the body of the text, use fonts with serifs. Serifs make the 

individual letters more distinctive and easier for our brains to 
recognize quickly. (Bookman, Cambria, Georgia, Times New 
Roman)

0 Use sans serif fonts in headings and subheadings. Sans 
serif is more readable when your type must be small or 
when used on a web site. 

0 Keep the following style tips in mind: 
0 Do not use FANCY or script lettering. 
0 Use both upper and lower case letters. 

0 DO NOT USE ALL CAPS 



Style Tips

0 Use bold type to emphasize words or phrases. 

0 Limit the use of italics or underlining. They are hard to 
read. 

0 Use dark letters on a light background. Light text on a 
dark background is harder to read. 



Officer helps a child put on his bicycle helmet correctly

A caption can tell 
exactly what the visual 
is trying to convey. 
Captions should be 
repeated in a 
sentence found in the 
body of the document 
to reinforce the 
message. 



Images and Symbols

Not all cultures understand universal symbols 



Photos are best for showing life events



Illustrations

0 Simple illustrations or line drawings may work best in 
some instances. 
0 Simplifies complexities and highlight key components of an 

idea. 
0 Drawings work best for: 

0 showing a procedure (drawing blood) 
0 showing socially sensitive issues (drug addiction) 
0 explaining an invisible or hard-to-see event (airborne 

transmission of tuberculosis). 



Number 
images in 
sequence



Focus on a specific action. 
Do thorough pre-testing to make sure it works.



If you are telling people to choose healthy snacks, such as fruit, the image on the left is 
effective because it shows them what to eat. It reinforces your message. 

Showing them only what they should not eat (image on the right) gives them no visual link to 
what they should eat. 

I



Arrow highlighting most important



Image B provides context to more effectively 
show plaque build-up within the heart blood 
vessel. This may not be as clear with Image A. 



Showing Scale



Graphics













Before:
“Managed care is coordinated care provided by a network 
of providers.”

After:
“When you join a health plan, doctors, nurses, and 
hospitals who work for the plan will give you the medical 
care you need. You can choose one doctor or clinic to go to 
every time you are sick or want a checkup.”



Fluoride Mouth Rinse Program Information and Consent

Dear Parent/Guardian:

Mott Children’s Health Center has provided oral health services to Genesee County students for many years. The current Flint
water crisis also has an impact on children’s oral health. Children who drink only bottled water do not receive optimal levels of 
fluoride to help protect their teeth. This puts children at greater risk for developing tooth decay. Tooth decay causes poor
overall health, pain, and the loss of time from school. We want to help prevent tooth decay!

Together, with the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services and Delta Dental, a preventive dental program is being
planned at your child’s school. Topical application of fluoride is one way to help reduce the amount of tooth decay. This means
that fluoride is applied directly to the outsideof teeth to strengthen tooth surfaces. One method of topical application is for
children to rinse with a fluoride solution once a week, for one minute. Fluoride mouth rinse has been tested, and is safe and
effective in preventing tooth decay.

Fill out the form below to let us know if you want your child to participate.  A dental hygienist will help your child with the
fluoride rinse.  This is a free program. There is no cost to you or your child’s school. Please sign and return this form to your
child’s teacher right away.  Thank you for letting us help your child prevent tooth decay.

If you have any questions about this program, please contact our oral health program coordinator, Leigh Ann Albro or Carol
Lutey at (810)768-7583.

Permissionfor FluorideMouth Rinse Program

 Yes, I want my child to participate in this preventive dental program. I understand that I can withdraw my child from
participation in the program at any time by notifying the school in writing.

 No, I do not want my child to participate in this preventive dental program.

Signature of Parent/Guardian: Date: Name of Child: 

_Age: School: Teacher: 

Grade: 









Plain Language and E-Mail
0 Clear, descriptive subject line

0 Keep it to 5 sentences

0 Only one point/subject per email.

0 Distill your message down to one sentence. Put this as 
the first sentence

0 Figure out what type of response you are looking for. Ask 
for that specifically in your second sentence. Then end 
your first paragraph.



Plain Language and E-Mails

0 State what you want right away

0 Review and edit (get down to essentials)

0 Use if/then statements – “Have you received a response 
from Mr. X yet? If so, please finish the report by Tuesday 
and email it to me. If not, please follow up with Mr. X 
today and let me know his response?”

0 Use links
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Plain Language and the Web
 Web users scan – they don’t read. Many web pages are 

too dense (110 words or less per page).

 Keep web content as short and as readable as possible. 
Avoid bloat! Less is more!

 Link language should describe what your reader will get 
if they click the link (not click here)

 Explain things so each page can stand on its own.

 Organize from the audience's point of view.



Plain Language Resources

National Institutes of Health – Health Literacy Initiative 
www.nih.gov/clearcommunication/plainlanguage.htm

Plainlanguage.gov

Center for Plain Language –
www.centerforplainlanguage.org

CDC Clear Communication Index
http://www.cdc.gov/ccindex/
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http://www.nih.gov/clearcommunication/plainlanguage.htm
http://www.centerforplainlanguage.org/
http://www.cdc.gov/ccindex/


Plain Language Resources

Everyday Words for Public Health Communication
http://www.cdc.gov/other/pdf/everydaywordsforpu
blichealthcommunication_final_11-5-15.pdf

Health Care Enrollment Glossary
https://careacttarget.org/library/plain-language-
glossary-health-care-enrollment-terms

http://www.cdc.gov/other/pdf/everydaywordsforpublichealthcommunication_final_11-5-15.pdf
https://careacttarget.org/library/plain-language-glossary-health-care-enrollment-terms


Questions?
Viki Lorraine

517-335-9966
lorrainev@michigan.gov

mailto:lorrainev@michigan.gov
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